SCRUBBERS WALK BEHIND
TGB1120
11-gallon solution and recovery tanks
The TGB 1120 has an onboard charger and is powered by 2 maintenance-free gel
batteries
Features a Patented flip-up head making pad or brush changes a breeze
Fully adjustable flow rate
Adjustable handle provides proper ergonomics for any operator
Prolonged battery life with low-voltage shutoff
Hour meter and battery level indicator
Tear-away squeegee with quick-release blades for easy cleaning

TGB2228
22-gallon tanks provide the capacity for large jobs & the adjustable brush
pressure provides the muscle for the toughest jobs
Traction drive motor reaches speeds up to 4.3 mph for increased
productivity
Over 3.5 hours of run time powered by maintenance- free gel batteries
Prolonged battery life with low-voltage shutoff
Fully adjustable flow rate ensures the correct amount of water is used
The control panel continuously provides the operator with the hours used
meter and battery status
Tear-away squeegees with quick-release Serilor blades for easy cleaning
Will accept available, optional off aisle kit
TTB516
With 45–60 minutes of run time an interchangeable battery pack and 5-gallon
solution capacity, the TTB 516 is the professional choice in compact auto-scrubbers.
It gets into all those tight areas that other auto-scrubbers cannot. Essentially, it is a
complete replacement for a mop and bucket system for so many reasons.
Key Features
Pivoting squeegee coupled with a 300-watt/0.4 hp vacuum motor provides excellent
water recovery
Recovery tank has a drain allowing for easy draining without the need for lifting
Control panel provides operator with water, vacuum
and battery status all in one convenient place
The battery pack consists of a 1 x 12 volt 18 amp hour environmentally preferred gel
battery that charges in under 5 hours. It is completely maintenance free, emits 1/40
of the hydrogen gas of wet lead acid batteries, is
spill-proof and can be charged anywhere
Fits into the trunk of a car
TTV678
With three adjustable scrubbing widths, 26", 30" and 34", and onboard storage for two
squeegees, 30" and 40", it fits through any door and can handle any job large or small.
Simply pull a pin and the brush deck automatically adjusts in or out to the correct width.
Key Features
Three sizes, one machine
Fully adjustable flow rate from 0.25 gpm to 1 gpm
Patented pop-on/pop-off brushes and pad drivers
LED control panel continuously provides operator with chemical, water flow, brush
pressure and battery status
Adjustable brush pressure and speed
Six maintenance-free gel batteries provide 4 hours of run time; low-voltage shutoff
prolongs battery life
Tear-away squeegee equipped with quick-release squeegee blades for easy cleaning
Two squeegee sizes come with each machine
Onboard chemical dispensing system allows for 32:1, 64:1, 96:1 and 128:1, guaranteeing
proper chemical usage

